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Step 1
•Install Scanning App- DocScanner  in your Android phone. (You can use CamScanner also if you already have it installed)

Step 2
•Buy a 120 pages , white sheets, ruled note book for writing answers in it.

Step 3

•Keep your Answer Sheet ready by writing - Your Name, Enrollment Number, Programme Name, Course Name, Course Code 
on the top part of the first page of your answersheet. Start from a fresh sheet for every subject.

Step 4

•The link for question paper would be active only 15 minutes before the scheduled time for the exam. 1.5 hrs would be given 
for writing the exam and 30 minutes would be given scanning and uploading the answer sheet.

Step 5

•The question paper would be available to you via a link (available on SAGE university website under the 'Online MST' tab  
(URL- https://www.sageuniversity.edu.in/Online-Mst)). click on the correct link  which pertains to your question paper.

Step 6

•The link would lead you to a Google form containing your question paper. Write your answers to the questions in the note 
book/register. Please write page numbers in your answersheet.

Step 7

• Upon completion of your answer, minimize this window and scan your answer sheet pages using the scanning App. ( for 
multiple pages click on 'continue' and keep scanning the pages till all the pages are scanned); (use the 'retake' tab for 
rescanning incase or blurred docs)

Step 8
•Save the scanned docs (in the form of PDF file), and rename this file with your full name and course code

Step 9

• Go back to the Google Form, upload your PDF answer sheets using the Tab 'Add File'.   (please note that only 
PDF files can be added to this). 

•For uploading you will need to click on - select files from your device >> choose  the option of files. (please note 
that you would be able to upload only PDF files, hence do not use Camera / Camcorder).

Step 10
•Once you have uploaded your answer sheet to the google form, you would have to fill up Your E-mail D, Enrollment Number, 

Name and Phone number as mandatory details. after which you can submit the answersheet. 

Step 11 

• Upon Submission , an auto generated email would be sent to you on your email ID.  This is the acknowlegement that your 
answer sheet has been successfully submitted.
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Please note that: 

 File size cannot exceed 10MB. 

 All Exams should be written in the single register/notebook and this is to be mandatorily submitted to your 

respective Mentors at the end of the mid-semester exam.  

 You will be able to submit the answer sheet only once, hence, be careful while uploading the answer sheet. 

 Use the retake tab in the scanner to discard any blurred scanned docs. Do not submit blurred documents as 

it would not be considered for evaluation. 

 For any query of issues, kindly contact your Mentors. 

 

 

All The Best! 


